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Summary 
Highlights 

Item FY22 FY23 

Average Residential Assessment $757,802 $802,987

Residential Tax Rate $13.25 $13.64*

Average Tax Bill $10,040 $10,953

Residential Exemption (Tax Dollars) -$3,012 -$3,614*

Average Residential Tax Bill with Residential 
Exemption

$7,028 $7,338

Total Residential Value $7,602,271,296 $8,100,534,759

Total CIP Value $2,447,353,029 $2,850,351,099

Total Real and Personal Property Value $10,049,624,325 $10,950,885,858

*Projected Tax Rate and Residential Exemption.  
Contingent on Council adopting maximum shift 
allowed by law and increasing Residential Exemption 
to 33%. 
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Levy Limit, Single Tax Rate 

• First step in setting the tax 
rate is determining tax levy 
followed by calculating a 
single tax rate.
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Fiscal Year 2023
New Growth – Further Detail
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Massachusetts Law permits cities and towns to classify property according to use or property type,
and to establish separate tax rates for the different classes. One hundred and eight cities and towns
in the Commonwealth have chosen to split or “shift” the single rate into two rates: a residential rate
and a commercial (CIP) rate*. The shift in the tax rates is intended to help alleviate residential tax
rates by “shifting” more of the tax burden onto the commercial (CIP) class.

Watertown has adopted Chapter 200 of the Acts of 1988 amended M.G.L. c. 58, § 1A to allow cities
and towns to give Residential property taxpayers greater tax relief by adopting a shift up to 175% of the
property tax burden from Residential taxpayers to the Commercial, Industrial and Personal Property
taxpayers, provided certain parameters are not exceeded.

Under Chapter 200,
• Commercial/Industrial/Personal Property taxpayers cannot pay more than 175% of their full and fair

cash value share of the tax levy.
• Residential taxpayers must pay the greater of:

o 50% of their full and fair cash value share of the levy, or
o The lowest percentage share of the tax levy they have paid since classification began.

• Watertown’s lowest residential percentage share of the levy, since classification began, is
61.2420%.

Classification 
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From Fiscal Year 2004 – Fiscal Year 2021, the Council has voted to adopt a 175% shift of the tax
burden from Residential taxpayers to the Commercial, Industrial and Personal Property (CIP)
taxpayers. In Fiscal Year 2022, the increasing CIP percentage triggered the lowest residential
percentage resulting in the maximum allowable shift of 159.1528%. The increasing CIP continues
resulting in the maximum shift for Fiscal Year 2023 of 150%.

If the Council shifts the maximum allowed by law in Fiscal Year 2023, the shift will save the
Residential taxpayers $18,750,205.

*Nearby communities with split tax rates include Boston, Brookline, Burlington, Cambridge, Canton, Dedham, Framingham, Lexington,
Lincoln, Marlborough, Medford, Needham, Newton, Norwood, Quincy, Randolph, Somerville, Waltham, Westwood, Wilmington, and Woburn.



No Shift/Shift Comparison
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Community Comparison

When considering the impact of tax rates and shifts, it is useful to look beyond our borders to discover how nearby
communities are dealing with similar issues. The next page provides a view of the tax structure of other nearby cities
and towns for Fiscal Year 2022. Some of our neighbors have split tax rates while others do not. Generally, the smaller
the commercial/industrial and personal property (CIP) share is of the total assessed value, the less benefit there is to
shifting the tax rate. Arlington and Belmont both have very low CIP shares while Boston and Cambridge have high CIP
shares. Boston and Cambridge also offer a larger residential exemption percentage, which coupled with large
commercial tax bases, serves to push down the average residential tax bill. While Newton does have a commercial shift,
they have chosen not to utilize the residential exemption and consequently the average residential tax bill is higher.
Waltham, which is most like Watertown in its socio-economic structure, has a much larger commercial tax base which
results in a lower residential tax rate.

Taxpayers often cite that other nearby cities and towns have lower tax rates, but they fail to realize that the average
residential assessments in those municipalities may be considerably higher. Just looking at the tax rate in Newton for
example, a taxpayer might conclude that taxes are lower than in Watertown. But with a much higher average assessed
value, the average tax bill in Newton is much higher than Watertown's.
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Historic Shifts in Watertown, Median Bill Changes
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Board of 
Assessors’ 
Thoughts on 
Residential 
Exemption

• The Board of Assessors recommends an 
increase in the residential exemption from 30% 
to 33%.  This would offset some of the increase 
for owner occupants domiciled in Watertown 
and bring the projected increase in taxes to 
slightly under the ten-year median increase.  

• Going forward, the Board of Assessors policy is 
to review the impact change of the residential 
tax bills and if the average residential tax bill 
increases more than the previous ten-year 
median, the Board will consider recommending 
a further increase.   The maximum exemption 
allowed by law is 35%.  
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Residential Exemption Consideration
The Residential Exemption is a reduction of a fixed assessment amount off every qualified taxpayer’s assessment.  
To qualify, you must apply, and you must own and occupy your home as your primary residence (domicile) as of 
January 1st, 2022.  The Residential Exemption is revenue neutral within the residential class meaning the reduction 
is paid for by a higher residential tax rate, high valued properties and taxpayers that don’t qualify for the exemption.  

The Residential Exemption Benefits:
• Owner occupants that purchased their primary residence home prior to 1/1/22 and have applied for the exemption 

and their assessment is less than $1,295,050.

• Because the reduction is the same fixed amount (33% of the average residential assessment) off every bill, lower 
assessed properties reap more of the benefit by having a larger percentage of their taxes reduced.  

The Residential Exemptions Costs:
• All residential property with an assessment greater than $1,295,050.  
• Investor-owned property.  
• Home buyers that purchase for the first time after January 1, 2022 (qualify for FY24 but miss FY23).   
• Taxpayers that have transferred their home into a Trust and have given up being a trustee and beneficial interest.  
• Taxpayers that have a second home in which they have declared that home as their primary residence.  
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Board of Assessors’ 
Recommendations 

• Council adopt the maximum shift allowed by 
law which is 150%.  

• Council accepts the provisions of Chapter 59, 
section 5C approving a residential exemption 
of 33% off average assessed value for 
residents that are domiciled in Watertown 
for Fiscal Year 2023.   
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